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ABSTRACT

We report the discovery of a hot (Teq ≈ 1055 K) planet in the small-planet radius valley that transits the Sun-like star TOI-733. It was
discovered as part of the KESPRINT follow-up program of TESS planets carried out with the HARPS spectrograph. TESS photometry
from sectors 9 and 36 yields an orbital period of Porb = 4.884765+1.9e−5

−2.4e−5 days and a radius of Rp = 1.992+0.085
−0.090 R⊕. Multi-dimensional

Gaussian process modelling of the radial velocity measurements from HARPS and activity indicators gives a semi-amplitude of
K = 2.23 ± 0.26 m s−1, translating into a planet mass of Mp = 5.72+0.70

−0.68 M⊕. These parameters imply that the planet is of moderate
density (ρp = 3.98+0.77

−0.66 g cm−3) and place it in the transition region between rocky and volatile-rich planets with H/He-dominated
envelopes on the mass-radius diagram. Combining these with stellar parameters and abundances, we calculated planet interior and
atmosphere models, which in turn suggest that TOI-733 b has a volatile-enriched, most likely secondary outer envelope, and may
represent a highly irradiated ocean world. This is one of only a few such planets around G-type stars that are well characterised.

Key words. planets and satellites: detection – planets and satellites: composition – planets and satellites: individual: TOI-733 –
techniques: photometric – techniques: radial velocities

1. Introduction
The end of the last millennium saw the addition of a new field
to astronomy: the field of exoplanets. Since 2000, thousands of
planets have been discovered by Convection, Rotation and plan-
etary Transits (CoRoT; Baglin et al. 2006), the Kepler space
telescope (Kepler; Borucki et al. 2010; Howell et al. 2014),
and the currently operating Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite
(TESS; Ricker et al. 2015). The latter has followed in the foot-
steps of the indispensable Kepler and provided data that have
led to the confirmation of about 3001 exoplanets so far, with
thousands more to be confirmed in the years to come.

Space transit surveys, in particular Kepler, have facilitated
the confirmation of the theoretically predicted (Owen & Wu
2013; Lopez & Fortney 2013) and observationally demon-
strated (Fulton et al. 2017; Van Eylen et al. 2018) small-planet
radius gap. This region, evident in planet radius versus orbital
period (equally versus planet equilibrium emperature or stellar
irradiation), is characterised by a dearth of planets with radii
⋆ Full Table A.1 is only available at the CDS via anonymous

ftp to cdsarc.cds.unistra.fr (130.79.128.5) or via https://
cdsarc.cds.unistra.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/674/A117
⋆⋆ Based on observations made with the ESO-3.6 m telescope at La

Silla Observatory under programme 106.21TJ.001.
⋆⋆⋆ NASA Sagan Fellow.

1 https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/. Accessed 16
January 2023.

near 1.8 R⊕ (Fulton et al. 2017; Van Eylen et al. 2018). On the
lower radius side are the super-Earths, which are rocky with or
without thin secondary envelopes. On the larger radius side are
the so-called mini-Neptunes with typically slightly larger cores
and more significant H/He-dominated envelopes. The radius val-
ley is the manifestation of the separation between the two. The
origin of the radius gap has been investigated in detail, and two
main theories have arisen: atmospheric photoevaporation result-
ing from intense stellar irradiation (Owen & Wu 2013; Lopez &
Fortney 2013), and core-powered mass loss, that is, atmospheric
mass loss driven by leftover heat from formation that escapes
from the core (Ginzburg et al. 2018; Gupta & Schlichting 2019).

The planet mass, however, is the crucial parameter that, when
combined with the radius, allows us to begin to characterise
the detected planets. The relative faintness of the stellar targets
in Kepler’s primary mission has unfortunately made the deter-
mination of this fundamental property difficult. Currently, one
of the most high-profile ambiguities in exoplanet science is the
composition degeneracy (Valencia et al. 2007; Zeng et al. 2016,
2019) of the in between planets found in the radius valley. It
is important to characterise planets with precisely determined
radius and mass in this region because this is a key ingredient in
the recipe for breaking the degeneracy. By mapping out and dis-
entangling the structure of these interesting objects, we may be
able to uncover new pathways to planet formation and evolution.
Modern high-precision spectrographs work well, and the yield
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of planetary mass is expected to be sufficient to allow popula-
tion studies that are not limited only to radius (e.g. Kubyshkina
& Fossati 2022).

In addition to the commonly assumed composition of a sil-
icate mantle surrounding an iron core with a H/He envelope on
top, a possibility in systems that are not young (a few billion
years old) is that a planet between 1.6 and 2.5 R⊕ can be helium
enhanced (Malsky et al. 2023). Transition region planets have
also been hypothesised to be water worlds, however, or to feature
a significant H2O content, a possible volatile atmosphere (e.g.
Zeng et al. 2019, 2021; Mousis et al. 2020). Recently, Luque
& Pallé (2022) showed that small planets around M dwarfs are
likely to be water worlds, whose existence can be explained via
type I migration from beyond the snow line. The authors sug-
gested that their conclusions might be extended to you describe
this as “Sun-like” in the title. Should this be “Sun-like” here?
Please check and change if required here and throughout solar-
type stars. The recent discussions and analyses of the systems
Kepler-138 presented by Piaulet et al. (2023), K2-3 by Diamond-
Lowe et al. (2022), and of TOI-1695 by Cherubim et al. (2023)
also indicate that water-dominated planets might be more preva-
lent than previously thought, even at super-Earth radii.

Furthermore, we cannot distinguish with current population
studies whether photoevaporation or core-powered mass loss is
the mechansim that sculpts the radius gap, as shown by Rogers
et al. (2021). One of the key ingredients to determine the mech-
anism, as they point out, is obtaining high-accuracy planet radii
and stellar host masses in systems in which the planets reside
in or close to the radius gap. Thus, improving our understand-
ing of the origins and histories of these planets is a crucial
part of the way to crystallise the widely studied phenomenon of
atmospheric mass loss.

In this paper, we present the discovery and characterisation
of a planet inside the small-planet radius valley, TOI-733 b (TIC
106402532), which was discovered by TESS in 2019. We show
that its possible compositions make it a particularly interest-
ing and important planet that can serve as a stepping stone to
showing that a population of water worlds also exists around
Sun-like stars, as well as to reduce the uncertainty surrounding
the aforementioned problems.

In Sect. 2, we present all space- and ground-based observa-
tions performed on TOI-733 and the data analysis. Section 3
describes our stellar modelling, and Sect. 4 summarises our
transit and multi-dimensional Gaussian process (multi-GP) mod-
elling. In Sect. 5, we present the placement of TOI-733 b in the
small planet population, as well as our interior and atmospheric
modelling. Our conclusions are laid out in Sect. 6.

2. TOI-733 space- and ground-based observations

To confirm the planetary nature of the candidate TOI-733.01,
we relied upon space-based light-curve photometry from TESS,
follow-up ground-based photometry from Las Cumbres Obser-
vatory Global Telescope (LCOGT), speckle imaging from the
Zorro instrument at the 8m Gemini South telescope, and spec-
troscopy by the HARPS spectrograph at the 3.6 m telescope at La
Silla observatory. The target identifiers and coordinates together
with other relevant stellar parameters are listed in Table 1.

2.1. Photometry from TESS

The field of sector 9 was observed during the first TESS cycle
between 2019 February 28 UT and 2019 March 25 UT, and of

Table 1. Basic parameters for TOI-733.

Parameter Value

Main identifiers
TIC 106402532
2MASS J10373820-4053179
WISE J103738.22-405317.7
TYC 7714-00657-1
UCAC4 246-045192
Gaia 5392409372314518656

Equatorial coordinates (epoch 2015.5)
RA (J2000.0) 10.h37.m38.s24
Dec (J2000.0) -40.◦53.′17.′′73

Magnitudes
TESS 8.8411 ± 0.0060
Johnson B 10.4900 ± 0.0167
Johnson V 9.435 ± 0.019
G (a) 9.2966 ± 0.0001
G (a)

RP 8.7875 ± 0.0007
G (a)

BP 9.6335 ± 0.0007
J 8.220 ± 0.026
H 7.943 ± 0.040
K 7.845 ± 0.024
WISE W1 7.780 ± 0.027
WISE W2 7.851 ± 0.020

Parallax (a) (mas) 13.2847 ± 0.0127
Distance (a) (pc) 75.27 ± 0.07
µ (a)

RA (mas yr−1) 27.528 ± 0.007
µ (a)

Dec (mas yr−1) 19.524 ± 0.012

R⋆ (b) (R⊙) 0.949+0.008
−0.012

M⋆ (b) (M⊙) 0.956+0.050
−0.026

ρ∗
(b) (g cm−3) 1.58 ± 0.19

L⋆ (b) (L⊙) 0.82 ± 0.02
Age (b) (Gyr) 4.4+1.5

−3.1
Teff

(b) (K) 5585 ± 60
log g⋆ (b) 4.47 ± 0.05
[Fe/H] (b) −0.04 ± 0.05
[Ca/H] (b) −0.01 ± 0.05
[Mg/H] (b) +0.03 ± 0.05
[Na/H] (b) +0.04 ± 0.05
[Si/H] (b) +0.02 ± 0.05
V sin i (b) (km s−1) 2.2 ± 0.7

Notes. (a)Gaia DR3. (b)This work (Sect. 3).

sector 36 in the third cycle, between 2021 March 07 UT and 2021
April 01 UT. TOI-733 (TIC 106402532) was observed by camera
2, CCD 2, in the nominal 2-min cadence in both sectors.

The data were processed in the TESS Science Processing
Operations Center (SPOC, Jenkins et al. 2016) at NASA Ames
Research Center. SPOC conducted a transit search of the light
curve in sector 9 on 2019 April 25 and of the light curve in sec-
tor 36 on 2021 April 14 with an adaptive noise-compensating
matched filter (Jenkins 2002; Jenkins et al. 2010, 2020). The
search produced a threshold crossing event (TCE) with a period
of 4.887 days, for which an initial limb-darkened transit model
was fitted (Li et al. 2019) and a suite of diagnostic tests were con-
ducted to help determine the planetary nature of the signal. The
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Fig. 1. Light curves (LC) with a two-minute cadence in sectors 9 (top) and 36 (bottom) of TESS PDCSAP are plotted in grey. The locations of the
individual transits of TOI-733 b are marked by green triangles. The GP-inferred model for the out-of-transit data is marked by the red curve. The
vertically offset blue dots show the resulting detrended light curve, and the orange fit with transits is overplotted.

results of these tests can be found in the Data Validation Reports
(DVR, Twicken et al. 2018), which are available for download
via the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST)2 and
the EXOFOP-TESS website3. The TESS Science Office (TSO)
reviewed the vetting report and issued an alert for TOI 733.01
on 2019 June 6 (Guerrero et al. 2021). The reports for the two
sectors show no concerning traits regarding any contaminating
sources in the aperture of the SPOC pipeline, which is generated
for the production of simple aperture photometry (SAP, Twicken
et al. 2010; Morris et al. 2020).

In the absence of these potential complications and accord-
ing to common practice, we downloaded the presearch data
conditioning (PDCSAP, Smith et al. 2012; Stumpe et al. 2012,
2014) light curves from MAST and proceeded to use them for
the transit analysis and light-curve modelling (Sect. 4).

To detrend the light curves, we used a Gaussian process (GP)
type detrending with the code citlalicue4, which is a wrapper
of george5 (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2014; Ambikasaran et al.

2 https://archive.stsci.edu/
3 https://exofop.ipac.caltech.edu/tess/target.php?id=
106402532
4 https://github.com/oscaribv/citlalicue
5 https://github.com/dfm/george

2016) and pytransit6 (Parviainen 2015). This Python package
fits a model to the out-of-transit data using likelihood maximi-
sation to account for the stellar variability (for more details, see
e.g. Barragán et al. 2021; Persson et al. 2022). The same proce-
dure was applied to the data from both sectors. Figure 1 shows
the PDCSAP light curve in sector 36, the GP model, and the
resulting detrended light curve. For the joint modelling (Sect. 4),
we only used the cutout transits and not the entire light curve to
speed up the computation.

2.2. Ground-based light-curve follow-up

The TESS pixel scale is ∼21′′ pixel−1 , and photometric aper-
tures typically extend out to roughly 1 arcminute, which gener-
ally results in the blending of multiple stars in the TESS aperture.
To attempt to determine the true source of the TESS detection,
we conducted ground-based photometric follow-up observations
of the field around TOI-733 as part of the TESS follow-up
observing program7 sub-group 1 (TFOP; Collins 2019). If the
event detected in the TESS data were indeed on-target, the shal-
low SPOC-reported depth of ∼400 ppm would not generally be
detectable in ground-based observations. Instead, we slightly sat-
urated TOI-733 to enable the extraction of nearby fainter star

6 https://github.com/hpparvi/PyTransit
7 https://tess.mit.edu/followup
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light curves to attempt to rule out or identify nearby eclipsing
binaries (NEBs) as potential sources of the TESS detection.

We observed a predicted transit window of TOI-733.01 in the
Sloan i′ band using the LCOGT (Brown et al. 2013) 1.0 m net-
work node at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO)
on 2019 August 18 UT. The 1 m telescopes are equipped with
4096 × 4096 SINISTRO cameras having an image scale of
0.′′389 per pixel, resulting in a 26′ × 26′ field of view. The
images were calibrated by the standard LCOGT BANZAI pipeline
(McCully et al. 2018), and photometric data were extracted using
AstroImageJ (Collins et al. 2017).

We observed a second predicted transit of TOI-733.01 from
the Perth Exoplanet Survey Telescope (PEST) near Perth, Aus-
tralia. The 0.3 m telescope was equipped with a 1530 × 1020
SBIG ST-8XME camera with an image scale of 1.′′2 pixel−1 ,
resulting in a 31′ × 21′ field of view. A custom pipeline based
on C-Munipack8 was used to calibrate the images and extract
the differential photometry.

We scheduled full transit observations using the initial
SPOC TESS sector 9 nominal ephemeris (P = 4.88651 days,
T0 = 1545.7732 BTJD). A later SPOC sector 9 and
36 multi-year ephemeris (P = 4.88478 ± 0.00002 days,
T0 = 1545.7755 ± 0.0015 BTJD) showed that our follow-up
observations missed the revised predicted ingress, but covered
the egress window with more than ±7σ timing uncertainty
coverage. The multi-year SPOC centroid shift results limit the
source to within ∼30′′ of TOI-733 (3σ). We therefore focused
our NEB search on the nine known Gaia DR3 and TICv8 stars
within 60′′ of TOI-733 that are bright enough in the TESS band
to produce the TESS detection.

We calculated the root mean square (RMS) over the full dura-
tion of the raw light curve after normalising it to a mean value of
1.0. We repeated this for each of the nine nearby star light curves
(binned in five-minute bins) and found that the RMS values of
the LCOGT light curve are lower by more than a factor of 5 than
the expected NEB depth in each respective star, except for the 3′′
neighbor TIC 865377947 and the 16′′ neighbor TIC 106402536.
The TIC 865377947 photometric aperture is strongly blended
with the much brighter target star TOI-733, and TIC 106402536
is contaminated with a TOI-733 diffraction spike that contains
strong photometric systematics from the saturated target star.
Although NEB signals cannot be ruled out in TIC 865377947
and TIC 106402536, we find that NEB signals are ruled out in the
remaining seven nearby stars. In addition, the PEST light curve
of TIC 106402536 excludes an NEB egress at a level of 3×RMS.
We then visually inspected the light curve of each neighboring
star to ensure that there was no obvious deep eclipse-like signal.
Through a process of elimination, we find that the TESS signal
must occur in TOI-733 or in the 3′′ neighbor TIC 865377947, rel-
ative to known Gaia DR3 and TICv8 stars. Our follow-up light
curves are available on the EXOFOP-TESS website.

2.3. Speckle imaging from Gemini-South/Zorro

If an exoplanet host star has a spatially close companion, this
companion (bound or line of sight) can create a false-positive
transit signal if it is an eclipsing binary (EB), for example. Third-
light flux from a close companion star can lead to an underesti-
mated planetary radius if it is not accounted for in the transit
model (Ciardi et al. 2015) and can even cause non-detections of
small planets that reside within the same exoplanetary system
(Lester et al. 2021). The discovery of close, bound companion

8 http://c-munipack.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 2. 5 σ sensitivity curve resulting from the speckle imaging by
Gemini South/Zorro. The reconstructed image shows that no bright
companions are detected within 1.2′′.

stars provides crucial information toward our understanding of
exoplanetary formation, dynamics, and evolution (Howell et al.
2021). Thus, to search for close-in bound companions that are
unresolved in TESS or other ground-based follow-up observa-
tions, we obtained high-resolution speckle imaging observations
of TOI-733.

TOI-733 was observed on 2020 March 15 UT using the Zorro
speckle instrument on the Gemini South 8 m telescope (Scott
et al. 2021). Zorro provides simultaneous speckle imaging in two
bands (562nm and 832 nm). The output data products include
a reconstructed image with robust contrast limits on compan-
ion detections. Three sets of 1000 X 0.06 sec exposures were
collected and subjected to a Fourier analysis in our standard
reduction pipeline (see Howell et al. 2011). Figure 2 shows our
final contrast curves and the two reconstructed speckle images.
We find that TOI-733 is a single star and has no companion
brighter than 5–8 magnitudes (0.1′′ to 1.0′′) below that of the
target star from the diffraction limit (20 mas) out to 1.2′′. At the
distance of TOI-733 (d = 75 pc), these angular limits correspond
to spatial limits of 1.5–90 au.

2.4. Spectroscopy and frequency analysis

We observed TOI-733 with the High Accuracy Radial veloc-
ity Planet Searcher (HARPS; Mayor et al. 2003) spectrograph
mounted at the ESO 3.6 m telescope of La Silla Observatory in
Chile. We obtained a total of 74 high-resolution (R ≈ 115 000,
λ ∈ 378—691 nm) spectra between 17 February and 8 June 2022
UT as part of our large observing program 106.21TJ.001 (PI:
Gandolfi). The exposure time varied between 1200 and 1800 s,
depending on weather conditions and observing schedule con-
straints, leading to a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) per pixel at
550 nm between 45 and 109. We used the second fibre of the
instrument to simultaneously observe a Fabry–Perot interferom-
eter and trace possible nightly instrumental drifts (Wildi et al.
2010, 2011). The HARPS data were reduced using the dedicated
data reduction software (DRS; Lovis & Pepe 2007) available
at the telescope. For each spectrum, the DRS also provides the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) and the bisector inverse
slope (BIS) of the cross-correlation function (CCF). We also
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Fig. 3. Generalized Lomb-Scargle periodograms of the spectroscopic
data for TOI-733. From top to bottom, the top three panels correspond to
the DRS RVs, to the RV residuals after fitting a sinusoid at the detected
orbital period for TOI-733.01 (marked as solid vertical teal line), and
to residuals after fitting the final multi-GP model presented in Sect. 4.
The following panels show periodograms of spectral activity indicators,
ending with the window function at the bottom, as annotated in each
panel. The solid purple lines represent the frequency of the GP signal,
which is particularly visible in the FWHM and dLW, while its first two
harmonics in semi-transparent purple are well pronounced in the RVs.
A peak at the first harmonic is also visible in panel i). The horizontal
blue line shows the 0.1% FAP level.

extracted additional activity indicators and spectral diagnostics,
namely Hα, the S-index, the differential line width (dLW), and
the chromatic index (crx) using the codes serval (Zechmeister
et al. 2018) and TERRA (Anglada-Escudé & Butler 2012). A
snippet of the data is shown in Table A.1.

As a first step into investigating the TOI-733 spectroscopic
data, we performed a frequency analysis to search for significant
signals as potential signatures of orbiting planets and/or stellar
activity a single sentence does not constitute a paragraph. Please
either add to this or merge. Figure 3 shows the generalised Lomb
Scargle (GLS; Zechmeister & Kürster 2009) periodograms of
the HARPS RV data as extracted by the DRS pipeline, as
well as common activity indicators from the DRS, serval,
and TERRA. We considered a signal to be significant if its
false-alarm probability (FAP; Kuerster et al. 1997) was lower
than 0.1%. We used the bootstrap method to estimate the FAP,
denoted here by a blue horizontal line in all but the bottom panel.

The periodogram of the DRS RVs (upper panel) shows two
significant (FAP < 0.1%) peaks at 0.078 day−1 and 0.118 day−1

(semi-transparent purple), which correspond to periods of about
12.8 and 8.5 days, respectively. We note a third peak at the transit
signal of TOI-733.01 (0.205 day−1, teal vertical line). While this
peak does not cross the FAP = 0.1% threshold that we required
to consider it significant, we can use our prior knowledge of the
frequency of the transit signal to estimate the probability that
noise might produce a peak at the orbital frequency of the transit
signal whose power exceeds the orbserved power of TOI-733.01.
Following the method described in Hatzes (2019), we computed
the GLS periodogram of 105 simulated data sets obtained by
randomly shuffling the RV measurements while keeping the
observation time-stamps fixed. We found that none of the 105

periodgram trials displays a peak at 0.205 day−1 with a power
greater than the observed one, implying an FAP < 0.001%.

The second panel shows a periodogram of the RV residuals
after subtracting the signal of the planet candidate. The latter two
peaks remain undisturbed. The FWHM and dLW periodograms
(panels d and e, respectively) clearly show a peak at ∼ 0.04 day−1

(25.6 days, solid purple line). Although not clearly identifiable
in the activity indicators, subtracting a signal at this frequency
from the FWHM causes the peak at 8.5 days to become apparent.
When the 8.5-day signal is subtracted, the signal at 12.8 days can
also be identified (Fig. B.1). All this shows that all three signals
(25.6 days, 12.8 days, and 8.5 days) are present in the FWHM,
which in turn allows us to attribute the latter two (leftmost peaks
in the top RV panel) to the first two harmonics of the 25.6-day
signal. We thus consider the latter to be the true rotation period
of the star and point out that such a Prot is consistent with R⋆ and
the V sin i estimated in Sect. 3.

It is also worth noting that the S-index panel also displays the
significance of Prot estimated in this way, but it is less prominent
than the highest peak in this panel, which is at 65.2 days. The
bottom panel shows the periodogram of the window function.
It shows a peak at a frequency equal to the frequency spac-
ing between 1/25.6 and 1/50 day−1, that is, 0.0237 day−1 (red
arrow in the bottom panel), pointing to the interpretation that the
65.2-day signal is an alias of the rotation frequency.

Panel c presents the periodogram of the RV residuals after
the final model described in Sect. 4 is subtracted from the data.
No more significant peaks are present in the data. Together with
an RV jitter term of ∼1.1 m s−1 (Table 2), this shows that based on
the gathered observations, there is no evidence that an additional
planet orbits TOI-733.

3. Stellar modelling

For the spectroscopic modelling of TOI-733, we used two codes:
SpecMatch-Emp (Yee et al. 2017), and SME9 (Spectroscopy

9 http://www.stsci.edu/~valenti/sme.html
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Table 2. Pyaneti model of TOI-733 described in Sect. 4.

Parameter Priors (a) Final value

Fitted parameters
Transit epoch T0 (BJD - 2 450 000) U[8545.73, 8545.79] 8545.7767+0.0031

−0.0023 days
Orbital period Porb U[4.8845, 4.8860] 4.884765+1.9e−5

−2.4e−5 days
√

e sinω⋆ U[−1, 1] −0.08 ± 0.19
√

e cosω⋆ U[−1, 1] 0.01+0.15
−0.16

Impact parameter b U[0, 1] 0.29+0.20
−0.19

Scaled semi-major axis a/R⋆ N[14, 1] 14.0+0.80
−0.88

Scaled planet radius Rp/R⋆ U[0, 0.05] 0.01925+0.00079
−0.00085

Doppler semi-amplitude variation K U[0, 50] 2.23 ± 0.26 m s−1

Limb-darkening coefficient q1 U[0, 1] 0.31+0.39
−0.22

Limb-darkening coefficient q2 U[0, 1] 0.31+0.35
−0.22

GP hyperparameters
GP period PGP U[24.5, 26.5] 25.48+0.15

−0.14 days
λp U[0.1, 3] 0.57+0.29

−0.15
λe U[1, 200] 162.4+27.3

−41.2 days
Vc U[0, 100] 0.00081+0.00178

−0.00056 m s−1

Vr U[0, 500] 0.0187+0.0278
−0.0083 m s−1 d−1

Fc U[0, 150] 0.0116+0.0160
−0.0051 m s−1

Derived parameters
Planet mass Mp . . . 5.72+0.70

−0.68 M⊕
Planet radius Rp . . . 1.992+0.085

−0.090 R⊕
Inclination i . . . 88.85+0.77

−0.82 deg
Eccentricity e . . . 0.046+0.056

−0.033

Angle of periastron ω⋆ . . . −53.2+158.9
−68.1 deg

Semi-major axis a . . . 0.0618+0.0036
−0.0039 AU

Insolation F . . . 207.1+29.9
−23.5 F⊕

Planet density ρp . . . 3.98+0.77
−0.66 g cm−3

Planet surface gravity log(gb) . . . 1752+340
−321 cm s−2

Equilibrium temperature Teq
(b) . . . 1055.8+36.2

−31.3 K
Jeans escape parameter Λ (c) . . . 20.61+2.78

−2.68

Transmission spectroscopy metric TSM (d) . . . 46.29+9.26
−7.47

Total transit duration T14 . . . 2.61+0.15
−0.10 hours

Full transit duration T23 . . . 2.50+0.15
−0.11 hours

Ingress and egress transit duration T12 . . . 0.0542+0.0112
−0.0047 hours

Additional parameters
Offset RV HARPS U[ -24.3256 , -23.3089 ] −23.81711+0.00083

−0.00061 km s−1

Offset FWHM U[ 6.4434 , 7.4657 ] 6.9541+0.0105
−0.0083 km s−1

RV jitter HARPS J[0, 1000] 1.08+0.23
−0.21 m s−1

FWHM jitter J[0, 1000] 3.24+0.40
−0.34 m s−1

TESS light curve jitter σTESS (×10−6) J[0, 1000] 597.8+5.4
−5.3

Notes. (a)U[a, b] refers to uniform priors in the range a–b, and J[a, b] to modified Jeffrey’s priors (Eq. (16) in Gregory 2005). (b)Dayside
equilibrium temperature, assuming no heat redistribution and zero albedo. (c)Λ = GMpmH/(kBTeqRp) (Fossati et al. 2017). (d)Kempton et al. (2018).

Made Easy; Valenti & Piskunov 1996; Piskunov & Valenti
2017), version 5.2.2. The latter fits observations to synthetic
spectra computed with atomic and molecular line data from

the VALD10 (Ryabchikova et al. 2015) and stellar atmosphere

10 http://vald.astro.uu.se
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Fig. 4. Spectral energy distribution of TOI-733 and the best-fit model
(Castelli & Kurucz 2004). Magenta diamonds outline the synthetic pho-
tometry, and the observed photometry is shown with blue points. We
plot the 1 σ uncertainties of the magnitudes (vertical error bars), and
the effective width of the passbands is marked with horizontal bars.
The residuals in the lower panel are normalised to the errors of the pho-
tometry.

grids (Atlas12; Kurucz 2013). SpecMatch-Emp is an emperical
code that compares observations to a dense library of very well
characterised FGKM stars. This software finds an effective tem-
perature Teff = 5554 ± 110 K, a surface gravity log g⋆ = 4.30 ±
0.12, and an iron abundance [Fe/H] =−0.09± 0.09. These values
were used as a first input to the more elaborate SME modelling
(further details of the SME modelling can be found in Persson
et al. 2018). In short, we fitted one parameter at a time using
spectral lines that are particularly sensitive to the fitted param-
eters. We fixed the micro-turbulent velocity Vmic to 1.0 km s−1

(Bruntt et al. 2008) and the macro-turbulent velocity Vmac to
2.8 km s−1 (Doyle et al. 2014). Our final SME model gives
Teff = 5585±60 K, [Fe/H] =−0.04±0.05, [Ca/H] =−0.01±0.05,
[Si/H] =+0.02 ± 0.05, [Mg/H] =+0.03 ± 0.05, [Na/H] =+0.04 ±
0.05, log g⋆ = 4.47 ± 0.05, and a projected rotational veloc-
ity V sin i⋆ = 2.2 ± 0.7 km s−1 in excellent agreement with
Specmatch-emp. The SME modelling points to a G6 V star with
typical mass and radius of 0.97 M⊙ and 0.95 R⊙, respectively.

To model the stellar radius, mass, and age, we used the
python package ARIADNE11 (Vines & Jenkins 2022). With
this software, broadband photometry was fit to the spectral
energy distribution (SED). We fit the following bandpasses:
Johnson V and B (APASS), GGBPGRP (DR3), JHKS (2MASS),
WISE W1–W2, and the Gaia DR3 parallax. We set an upper
limit of AV based on the dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998).
ARIADNE fits the photometric observations to the four atmo-
spheric model grids Phoenix v2 (Husser et al. 2013), BtSettl
(Allard et al. 2012), Castelli & Kurucz (2004), and Kurucz
(1993), and computed the final radius with Bayesian model aver-
aging. Figure 4 shows the SED model and the fitted bands. The
final stellar radius is R⋆ = 0.949+0.008

−0.012 R⋆. We also find a lumi-
nosity of L⋆ = 0.82± 0.02 L⊙, and an extinction that is consistent
with zero (AV = 0.01 ± 0.02). The stellar mass in ARIADNE
was interpolated from the MIST (Choi et al. 2016) isochrones
and is found to be M⋆ = 0.956+0.050

−0.026 M⋆. When we combine the
radius from ARIADNE and log g⋆ from SME, the gravitational
mass is 0.97+0.11

−0.10 M⊙. The posteriors in the ARIADNE model

11 https://github.com/jvines/astroARIADNE

for Teff , [Fe/H], and log g⋆ agree very well with the priors taken
from SME.

We checked the ARIADNE results with PARAM1.312

(da Silva et al. 2006). This software uses Bayesian computation
and PARSEC isochrones with Teff , [Fe/H], the V magnitude,
and the Gaia DR3 parallax as priors. The results are in excellent
agreement within 1 σ with the results from ARIADNE.

The stellar age was derived with ARIADNE and PARAM1.3
to 4.4+1.5

−3.1 Gyr and 6.2 ± 3.6 Gyr, respectively. We used the stel-
lar radius and mass from ARIADNE and Teff from SME in our
pyaneti modelling in Sect. 4 and the SME abundances for the
planet interior modelling in Sect. 5.1.

4. Transit and radial velocity modelling

For the joint modelling of TOI-733, we used the code pyaneti13

(Barragán et al. 2019, 2022a) to obtain and refine the system
parameters. As mentioned in Sect. 2, we only use trimmed
versions of the citlalicue-detrended light curves from the
two TESS sectors. Each segment contained 24 h of data, includ-
ing and around each transit (total transit duration ∼2.6 h). We
accounted for stellar limb darkening using the Kipping (2013)
q1 and q2 parametrisation, and modelled the transits using the
Mandel & Agol (2002) approach. The orbit inclination was esti-
mated via the impact parameter parametrisation (Winn 2010),
which ultimately allowed us to estimate the true planet mass.

In contrast to what the quiet look of the light curves (Fig. 1)
may suggest, TOI-733 has a pronounced activity signature
(Sects. 2.4, 3). We thus applied a multi-dimensional Gaus-
sian process approach, the pyaneti implementation of which
is as described in Rajpaul et al. (2015). The activity indica-
tor of choice to pair with the DRS RVs and guide the GP is
the FWHM because it clearly shows the imprint of the star
(Sect. 2.4). We tested combinations with other available activ-
ity indicators extracted via the different pipelines, but for the
purpose of this analysis, none yielded superior results to the
pairing with the FWHM. Because the periodocity of the star-
induced signal is clear, we used the quasi-periodic (QP, Eq. (1))
kernel and placed an uninformative prior with a range contain-
ing the value corresponding to the peak of the FWHM (and
dLW) GLS periodogram (∼25 days; see Fig. 3, fourth panel).
Because the first two harmonics of this signal are clearly detected
in the RV data, we consider this to be the true stellar rotation
period, Prot. We add that, while the S-index shows a significant
peak suggesting a Prot of ∼65.2 days, modelling it instead of the
FWHM and adjusting the priors accordingly still converges on
the same Prot as was given by the FWHM. This further confirms
our conclusion.

The PGP term in Eq. (1) is to be interpreted as this Prot, while
λp describes (the inverse of) the harmonic complexity of the
data, and λe represents the time evolution of the active features
as they move along the stellar surface,

γ(ti, t j) = exp
− sin2[π(ti − t j)/PGP]

2λ2
P

−
(ti − t j)2

2λ2
e

 . (1)

Similar to Georgieva et al. (2021) and Barragán et al.
(2022b), for example, the two-dimensional GP we used to char-
acterise the TOI-733 system is formulated as in Eq. (2) below,

∆RV = VcG(t) + VrĠ(t),
∆FWHM = FcG(t). (2)

12 http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/param_1.3
13 https://github.com/oscaribv/pyaneti
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Fig. 5. RV (top panel) and FWHM (bottom panel) time series. The purple markers in each panel represent the HARPS RV and FWHM measure-
ments with inferred offsets extracted. The inferred multi-GP model is shown as a solid black curve, where the dark and light shaded areas show the
1- and 2σ credible intervals from this model, and can also explain the data, but with a correspondingly lower probability. The solid red line in the
top panel shows the star-only model, and the teal sine curve shows the Keplerian for TOI-733 b. In both panels, the nominal error bars are plotted
in solid purple, and the jitter error bars (σHARPS) are semi-transparent purple.

Fig. 6. HARPS RV data (purple points) and inferred model (solid black
curve) phase-folded on the orbital period of TOI-733 b. 1- and 2 σ cred-
ible intervals in shaded grey regions are also shown. Nominal and jitter
error bars are plotted in solid and semi-transparent purple, respectively.

G(t) is assumed to describe the RV and activity indicator
time series and is a latent variable modelled by the QP covari-
ance function in Eq. (1). Vc, Vr, and Fc are coefficients that relate
G(t) to the observables.

G(t) and Ġ(t) represent the GP function and its first deriva-
tive, respectively. The dependence of the position of the spots
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Fig. 7. TOI-733 b phase-folded and detrended transits from both TESS
sectors, with residuals. The best-fitting transit model is marked by the
black curve. Two-minute nominal cadence data points binned to 10 min
are shown in grey and green, respectively. The typical error bar is added
in the bottom right corner.

on the stellar hemisphere is modelled by the dG/dt part. In the
case of the RVs, the latter is particularly relevant (as shown by
the value of Vr; see Table 2) since RVs depend not only on the
fraction of the stellar disc covered by active regions, but also on
how the size and shape of these surface features change in time.

Using the polar form parametrisation for e and ω⋆ and
adding a jitter term for the photometric and spectroscopic data,
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Fig. 8. Radius vs. incident flux (in units of flux received on Earth) for small planets (1 − 4 R⊕) orbiting stars 0.7–1.4 M⊙ and radius estimates with
a precision better than 5%. All data were taken from the NASA Exoplanet Archive. Points in colour correspond to planets with density (and thus
mass) estimates, where lighter and darker colours correspond to lower and higher densities, respectively. Grey points are planets whose masses
have not been measured, and thus their densities are unknown. A fit to the radius valley following the relation in Petigura et al. (2022) is plotted in
semi-transparent teal. TOI-733 b, marked with a black star, lies well within the sparsely populated region of the radius gap.

we proceeded with the model configuration described above to
sample the parameter space with 500 Markov chains. Conver-
gence was checked at every 5000 steps, and when it was reached,
the last set of 5000 was used, along with a thin factor of 10, to
create posterior distributions for the sampled parameters, each
built with 250 000 independent points. All parameters, the priors
we used, and derived values are listed in Table 2. Our resulting
final multi-GP model is shown in Fig. 5, where the top panel
shows the RV, and the bottom panel shows the FWHM time
series. The phase-folded RV and transit plots of TOI-733 b are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. For clarity, the latter shows
only 8 hours centred around the transit.

We thus find TOI-733 b to be in a circular 4.885-day orbit
around a G6 V star, which in turn has a stellar rotation period
estimated as Prot = 25.48 days. The activity of the star is once
again shown by the value of λp (0.57+0.29

−0.15 ), indicating a high har-
monic complexity, which in turn is a sign of rapid changes within
a single rotation period. The lifetime of the active regions can
also be used to infer high activity, but unfortunately, our model
is not able to constrain λe well.

5. Discussion

Based on the two sectors of TESS data, we obtain a planet radius
of Rp = 1.992+0.085

−0.090 R⊕ (4.4% precision), while the HARPS RVs
yield a semi-amplitude of K = 2.23 ± 0.26 m s−1. These in turn
give a planet mass of Mp = 5.72+0.70

−0.68 M⊕ (12 % precision) and a
bulk density of ρp = 3.98+0.77

−0.66 g cm−3. With an orbital period of
4.88 days around a G6 V star, TOI-733 b is in a highly irradiated
orbit (Fp = 207.1+29.9

−23.5 F⊕), and, as shown in Fig. 8, lies in the

middle of the small-planet radius valley, here calculated follow-
ing the work of Petigura et al. (2022). All planets we plotted have
radii with an uncertainty in radius of 5% at most. The data were
downloaded from the NASA Exoplanet archive, where we chose
for planets with several entries the most recent results with the
highest precision. In cases of similar precision, the latest publi-
cations were favoured. If stellar irradiation was not among the
listed parameters, we calculated it using the following relation:

Fp =

(
R⋆
R⊙

)2 (
Teff

T⊙

)4 (
AU
a

)2

F⊕, (3)

where Fp is the incoming stellar flux, Teff is stellar effective
temperature, and a is the semi-major axis. Colour-coded dots
are planets with known bulk densities, while the densities of
the planets in grey cannot be calculated since their masses have
not yet been measured. As evident from this figure, the densi-
ties of super-Earths are higher than those of the mini-Neptune
population, as the latter feature a significant volatile content.

The planet to the immediate left of TOI-733 b in Fig. 8 and
thus the closest well-characterised planet to it in this parame-
ter space, is π Men c (Gandolfi et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2018;
Hatzes et al. 2022). García Muñoz et al. (2020) reported the non-
detection of photodissociated hydrogen, suggesting that πMen c
might instead be H2O or dominated by other heavy molecules
rather than H/He. The latter hypothesis was later confirmed by
further observations with the detection of, most likely escap-
ing, Ca II ions (García Muñoz et al. 2021). Despite its relatively
mature age (∼ 4 Gyr, Damasso et al. 2020), atmospheric escape
was expected for π Men c as its radius (2.06± 0.03 R⊕) is large
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Fig. 9. Mass-radius relations for SW planets (Acuña et al. 2021; Aguichine et al. 2021), planets with Earth-like cores and H/He envelopes (Lopez
& Fortney 2014), and rocky planets with different iron contents (bottom three curves; Brugger et al. 2017). The atmospheres in volatile-rich planets
are in radiative equilibrium for irradiation temperatures of 1200 K and 1000 K for water and H/He envelopes, respectively. Assuming an age of
4.4 Gyr, the position of TOI-733 b is as highlighted in red. Grey points correspond to planets less massive than 15 M⊕ with mass and radius data
available from the NASA Exoplanet Archive. All planets have a limit on the radius uncertainty of 5%, and a limit on the mass of 15%. The mantle
composition follows the model of Brugger et al. (2016) with both CMF and WMF equal to zero, and is made up of silicate rock. Earth has a CMF
of 0.32 and a WMF of 0.0005.

relative to its mass (4.52± 0.81 M⊕)14. While still of relatively
low density (3.98+0.77

−0.66 g cm−3 vs 2.1± 0.4 g cm−3 for πMen c), it
is less likely that TOI-733 b is undergoing intense atmospheric
loss.

Water worlds have been put forward as a possible expla-
nation for planets with similar parameters (e.g. Zeng et al.
2019, 2021). Recently, Luque & Pallé (2022) showed that the
small-planet population around M dwarfs is inconsistent with
a radius gap as observed around higher-mass stars. They sug-
gest that photoevaporation is not needed to explain the observed
trends and that water worlds, forming beyond the snow line and
migrating inward, are the planets that straddle the area between
rocky planets and those with non-negligible envelopes. The
census of well-characterised planets around Sun-like stars, how-
ever, prevented this conclusion from being extended to higher
mass stars.

To try and understand TOI-733 b better and elucidate its
composition, and whether it is more likely that its atmosphere
has or is in a process of being lost, or if instead it formed
more or less as we currently find it, we performed interior
and atmospheric modelling. We describe this in the following
sections.

5.1. Interior structure

To illustrate the position of TOI-733 b in mass-radius space, we
show in Fig. 9 the iso-composition curves for refractory interiors

14 The radius and mass values are as taken by García Muñoz et al.
(2020). More accurate parameters have since been presented in Hatzes
et al. (2022).

(Brugger et al. 2016, 2017), planets with supercritical water (SW)
envelopes (Acuña et al. 2021; Aguichine et al. 2021), and plan-
ets with H/He envelopes (Lopez & Fortney 2014). We choose
to use the data grid of Lopez & Fortney (2014) to plot dif-
ferent percentages of H/He models over the more widely used
model of Zeng et al. (2019) because the latter indicate that the
temperature in Zeng et al. (2019) is that at the P = 100 bar
level, whereas the temperature in the model of Lopez & Fortney
(2014) reflects the irradiation or equilibrium temperature of the
planet. This concept is further elaborated in Rogers et al. (2023),
for example.

Figure 9 shows that the density of TOI-733 b is lower than
that of a pure mantle rock planet, suggesting that it contains a
volatile layer. A 5.7 M⊕ planet with a H/He-dominated envelope
of ∼0.2% has a radius of ≃2 R⊕ (Lopez & Fortney 2014). There-
fore, with a radius of R = 2.0 R⊕, the most likely inventory
of volatiles in TOI-733 b does not include a significant H/He
component and is instead that of a secondary atmosphere (H2O,
CO2, CH4, etc.; Madhusudhan et al. 2021; Krissansen-Totton &
Fortney 2022), which is the envelope composition we assumed
in our interior structure model.

We performed a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
Bayesian analysis (Director et al. 2017) (Acuna, in prep.) of the
interior structure and composition of TOI-733 b. Our 1D interior
structure model considered three layers: a Fe-rich core, a silicate
mantle (Brugger et al. 2016, 2017), and a water-dominated
envelope in supercritical and steam phases, given the high
irradiation TOI-733 b receives from its host star (Mousis et al.
2020; Acuña et al. 2021). To include the effect of this high
irradiation on the total radius self-consistently, we coupled
our interior model to an atmospheric model that computed
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Table 3. 1σ confidence intervals of the interior and atmosphere
MCMC output parameters in the two different compositional scenarios
(see text).

Parameter Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Core mass fraction, CMF 0.27±0.14 0.20±0.03
Water mass fraction, WMF 0.11±0.06 0.07±0.05
Fe-to-Si mole ratio, Fe/Si 1.11±0.74 0.67±0.11
Temperature at 300 bar, T300 (K) 3458±38 3448±30
Thickness at 300 bar, z300 (km) 616 +92

−185 447 +111
−21

Albedo, ap 0.24±0.01
Core+Mantle radius (Rp units) 0.77±0.06 0.86+0.07

−0.02

the emitted total radiation and reflection of the atmosphere to
determine radiative-convective equilibrium (Acuña et al. 2021)
(Acuna, in prep.). Our interior-atmosphere models calculated
the radius from the centre of the planet up to a transit radius of
20 mbar (Grimm et al. 2018; Mousis et al. 2020).

In our analysis, we considered two scenarios. Scenario 1 is
the most conservative because it only takes the planetary mass
and radius into account as input for the MCMC method, whereas
in scenario 2, we adopted as input for the MCMC the stellar Fe/Si
mole ratio in addition to the mass and radius of the planet. We
obtain a Fe/Si = 0.67± 0.11, following the approach described in
Brugger et al. (2017); Sotin et al. (2007) to convert the stel-
lar abundances in Table 1 into a mole ratio. We adopted solar
composition reference values from Gray (2005). The MCMC
provides the posterior distribution functions (PDF) of the com-
positional parameters, which are the core mass fraction (CMF)
and the water mass fraction (WMF). In addition, the atmospheric
parameters were also obtained by the MCMC and consist of the
temperature at the interior-atmosphere coupling interface (300
bar), the Bond albedo, and the atmospheric thickness from 300
bar up to the transit radius.

Table 3 shows the mean and 1σ confidence intervals of the
MCMC output parameters. In scenario 1, which is the most gen-
eral and conservative scenario because we do not make any
assumptions on the planetary Fe/Si mole ratio, the CMF dis-
tribution is centred at a similar value to the mean of the CMF
distribution of the rocky super-Earth population (Plotnykov &
Valencia 2020). In addition, in scenario 1 the CMF is compati-
ble within the uncertainties with the Earth CMF value (CMF⊕ =
0.32). The CMF in scenario 2 is significantly lower than that of
Earth, which is a consequence of a lower Fe/Si mole ratio of the
stellar host compared to the Sun (Fe/Si⊙ = 0.96), although the
planetary CMF is still well within the range of CMFs observed
in super-Earths (≃ 0.10 to 0.50). The WMF of TOI-733 b ranges
from 5 to 17% in scenario 1 and from 2 to 12% in scenario 2,
suggesting that the water content of TOI-733 b is in between to
what is expected in super-Earths (WMF < 5%) and sub-Neptunes
(WMF > 20%; Acuna, in prep.; Luque & Pallé 2022).

5.2. Atmospheric escape

The low surface gravity of TOI-733 b combined with its high
equilibrium temperature results in a moderately low value of
the Jeans escape parameter Λ = 20.6. Neptune-like planets for
which Λ ≲ 20 are expected to have quickly escaping atmo-
spheres (Owen & Wu 2016; Cubillos et al. 2017). Their size
would decrease to smaller radii, so thatΛwould increase to reach
higher values, reducing atmospheric escape rates (Fossati et al.
2017).

To quantify this effect, we followed the approach from
Aguichine et al. (2021) to estimate the total mass of H/He that
TOI-733 b may have had in the past. The photoevaporation mass-
loss rate from the atmosphere in the energy-limited regime is
(Erkaev et al. 2007; Owen & Wu 2013)

Ṁ = ϵ
πFXUVR3

p

GMp
, (4)

where FXUV is the XUV flux received by the planet, G is the
gravitational constant, and ϵ is an efficiency parameter. We
approximated the XUV luminosity by the analytical fit obtained
by Sanz-Forcada et al. (2011), and we estimate ϵ ≃ 0.07 from
Owen & Jackson (2012). Since the XUV luminosity is a decreas-
ing function of time, the mass-loss rate also decreases with
time. This yields a mass loss of 9.3 × 10−1 M⊕ Gyr−1 dur-
ing the saturation regime and a present-day mass-loss rate of
2.1 × 10−3 M⊕ Gyr−1 at the estimated age of 4.4 Gyr. Follow-
ing the approach of Aguichine et al. (2021), we estimate the
total mass of H/He lost by photoevaporation by integrating the
mass-loss rate, assuming that Mp, Rp and Teq remained roughly
constant, and that only the XUV flux decreased during the plan-
etary evolution. In this case, we find that TOI-733 b could have
lost ∼0.12 M⊕ of H/He, that is, ∼2% of its initial mass. This esti-
mate is consistent with the computation made by Rogers et al.
(2023), who predicted that at Teq = 800 K, planets with core
masses ≲ 6 M⊕ are entirely stripped of their envelopes, assuming
the latter are made of pure H2. This is expected to remain valid
at higher equilibrium temperatures.

Despite the efficient hydrogen escape at early ages, recent
studies showed that a secondary atmosphere may be formed by
outgassing volatile gases from the magma after the photoevap-
oration phase (Kite & Barnett 2020; Tian & Heng 2023). The
present-day mass-loss rate by photoevaporation may be insuffi-
cient to remove the outgassed hydrogen due to the low XUV flux
from the host star. Nevertheless, other mechanisms of thermal
escape might cause the preferential loss of hydrogen. The Jeans
parameter of TOI-733 b is lower than that of Earth (Λ⊕ = 27.4),
which results in a hydrogen Jeans escape rate ∼103 times greater
for TOI-733 b than for Earth (see Catling & Kasting 2017, for
the Jeans escape rate formula). It is therefore very likely that any
outgassed hydrogen was removed by thermally driven escape,
leaving behind a secondary atmosphere made of heavier volatiles
as on Earth.

This supports the hypothesis that TOI-733 b may have
formed with an envelope that is a mixture of various volatile
compounds, but only heavier species remained after the escape
of H/He. In other words, the planet may have formed with H/He
and water, but H/He was lost, and what is currently left behind
is a mixture of the initial water reservoir together with any
outgassed gases.

Furthermore, it is possible that TOI-733 b formed with more
than 2% of H/He by mass. As shown in Fig. 9, H/He envelopes
are very inflated at these high temperatures, meaning that using
the present-day radius underestimates the mass-loss rate.

A further possibility is that TOI-733 b directly formed as an
ocean planet and did not experience atmospheric loss because
water has a much lower escape efficiency (Ito & Ikoma 2021). In
other words, the planet formed with an initial high WMF and
was able to retain it because water is more resistant to XUV
photoevaporation than H/He.

In both cases, the loss of the entire H/He content from
the atmosphere of TOI-733 b supports the presence of a sec-
ondary atmosphere that might be dominated by water. However,
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atmospheres of other heavy volatiles (Hu et al. 2015; Bolmont
et al. 2017; Ito & Ikoma 2021) cannot be excluded.

5.3. Prospects for atmospheric characterisation

Based on our interior structure analysis, TOI-733 b most proba-
bly features a volatile envelope. The composition of this enve-
lope is likely to be that of a secondary atmosphere, although
the presence of a few tenths of percent of H or He cannot be
completely ruled out. Therefore, TOI-733 b is an interesting tar-
get for atmosphere characterisation observations to confirm that
its atmosphere is dominated by H2O, CO2, CH4 or other com-
pounds that are present in a secondary atmosphere instead of
H/He. These observations would enable us to break the degen-
eracy between envelope mass and composition that is typically
found in sub-Neptunes. Unfortunately, the estimated TSM (trans-
mission spectroscopy metric) and ESM (emission spectroscopy
metric) of TOI-733 b are 46.29 and 4.4, respectively, which both
place it below the threshold of the optimal targets for transmis-
sion and emission spectroscopy with the James Webb Space
Telescope (Kempton et al. 2018). However, an extended atmo-
sphere signature could be significantly larger than the TSM
would imply because the latter is based on the assumption of
a bound atmosphere. It is thus worth mentioning that a search
from the ground for an Hα or He I signature, of any extended,
escaping H/He atmosphere, or possibly even H from the pho-
todissociated ocean world, might be possible (e.g. Jensen et al.
2012; Cauley et al. 2017). Any attempts to observe this planet in
the hope of learning more about its bound atmosphere, however,
will have to be postponed until the next generation of telescopes.

6. Conclusions

We presented the discovery and characterisation of TOI-733 b.
Our stellar and joint RV and transit modelling shows that
this planet orbits a G6 V star and is located well within the
small-planet radius valley when considering solar-type stars. We
performed interior and atmospheric modelling to try and nar-
row down the possible structure and composition of this planet.
We found that if TOI-733 b ever had a H/He atmosphere, it
was mostly if not completely lost, leaving behind a secondary
atmosphere of heavier elements. Our analysis also indicates that
the planet may also have formed as a water world and did not
experience atmospheric mass loss.

Answering the question of whether TOI-733 b has a sec-
ondary atmosphere or is an ocean planet means that we need
to distinguish between a Neptune-like planet that lost ∼10% of
its H/He (as estimated by our atmospheric mass loss models)
to leave behind a steam atmosphere of heavier volatiles, and a
planet that formed and remained relatively the same throughout
its evolution. While being beyond the scope of this paper, finding
an answer to this question will have broad implications for our
understanding of exoplanets.

The similarity between TOI-733 b and πMen c does not end
at the connection of the radius to the incident flux. In addition
to receiving a similar amount of stellar irradiation, the two plan-
ets orbit stars of similar type and age. Models suggest that H2O
plays a significant role in the interior and possibly in the envelope
of both planets. Recent transmission spectroscopy observations
point to an increasing probability that this is the case. Given the
observability limitations of TOI-733 b, a more detailed com-
parison study between the two planets and their hosts could
help determine to what extent, if at all, the conclusions derived

for π Men c can be extended to TOI-733 b. If these two and
other planets with similar characteristics are confirmed to indeed
be dominated by water, this could point to there being a pop-
ulation of planets that belongs in the radius gap and are not
just passing through. This does not diminish the importance
of or the need for mechanisms that explain atmospheric loss,
but it may mean that they and the planets considered to be or
to have been subjected to them at some point in their history
need to be rethought. Regardless of the case of TOI-733 b, how-
ever, because both the core-powered mass loss (formation) and
the XUV photoevaporation (evolution) mechanisms are able to
physically explain the presence of the radius valley separating
super-Earths from mini-Neptunes, well-characterised planets in
this parameter space are essential to facilitate understanding of
which of these mechanisms is dominant.

By all accounts, TOI-733 b is an interesting planet and holds
the potential of being a small but key piece to solving major
puzzles in exoplanet science. With ever-increasing detailed the-
oretical analyses and the promise of high-precision follow-up
by current and upcoming facilities, we seem to be well on the
way to finding answers to the main questions relating to planet
formation and evolution.
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Appendix B: Frequency analysis of the FWHM
residuals
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Fig. B.1. GLS periodogram of the FWHM residuals after subtracting
the 25.6-day signal (Fig.3, panel d; top panel). The 8.5-day signal seen
in the RV panels of Fig.3 becomes significant. The bottom panel shows
the FWHM after subtracting both the 25.6-, and the 8.5-day signals.
Here, the 12.8-day signal remains, but is not significant.
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